
Construction Solutions



Speed up your projects and save on labor
with our cable management solutions.

Development and production expertise

Time is money on a construction site. Labor is expensive and can become costlier with 
turnover or starting shorthanded in the first place. 

With our roots on the assembly line, HellermannTyton has fast and easy installations 
in our DNA. That’s just one of the reasons our expertise is critical in the construction 
segment. For example, our Ratchet P-Clamp is designed for speed and versatility, 
providing a pre-fabricated solution that didn’t exist until we invented it. 

Tested in a wide range of industrial markets for decades, HellermannTyton delivers 
rugged, tailor-made solutions for the construction industry. 

Perfect solutions for your cable needs.





Products 
Bundling & Securing

HellermannTyton’s innovative solutions for bundling and securing wires, cables and hoses are designed for high 

performance and durability. From high heat and heavy duty cable ties, to clamps and edge clips, we offer a comprehensive 

variety for every application and environment. 

CABLE TIES

Available in specialized, high-performance materials, HellermannTyton cable ties come in a variety of sizes to accommodate 

wire and cable bundles in a range of applications. Choose from high heat and UV resistant nylons and stainless steel 

materials.

Standard Cable Ties Heavy Duty Cable Ties
Stainless Steel Cable 
Ties

Halar and Specialty 
Material Cable Ties Screw Mounts

RATCHET P-CLAMPS

The industry’s only adjustable P-clamp clicks as it closes for a perfect fit around a bundle. The heavy duty, all-weather 

Ratchet P-Clamp is mated with a metal stamping or an inline mounting fixture to match virtually any application. Its release 

feature allows easy and nondestructive maintenance without removing the clamp. An integrated cable tie saddle extends its 

versatility.

Straight Angled Long Inline Round Hole Inline Adhesive 

SELF-AFFIXING TIES

Cable ties with an integrated mount offer fast 

and secure bundling. Choose from a wide 

variety of mounting styles, including edge 

clips, fir trees and button heads; for mounting 

to tubular frames and flat panels. 

Edge Clip and Cable Tie Assemblies

CABLE TIE MOUNTS

Mounting bases and cable tie mounts offer endless options to secure 

and route cable and wire bundles on a variety of surfaces.

FlexTack 
Adhesive Mounts Screw Mounts Masonry Mounts



CLIPS AND CLAMPS

Choose from a wide range of clips and clamps to route 

and secure flat and round wires, cables and hoses.

Nail Clips Omega Clips

CABLE TIE TOOLS

EVO® Series manual tools are designed to be the most 

ergonomic tools on the market.

EVO 7
(for 18-80 lb cables ties)

MK9SST
(for stainless steel ties)

Products
Bundling & Securing and Data Connectivity

CABLE CONNECTORS

HelaCon Plus Mini connectors 

fasten two or more electrical 

conductors together. Mini 

connector has a low profile 

design, double springs for easy 

insertion and can accomodate 

both Stranded and solid wire.

HelaCon Plus Mini

BROADBAND SOLUTIONS

Connect a home or an entire city. With support for one to over 1440 fibers, 

HellermannTyton has an OSP solution to fit any size buildout, upgrade or topology.

Fiber to the X MDU
Broadband Splice 
Connectors

DATA CONNECTIVITY

This complete range of connectivity products and accessories reduces labor while providing dependable performance for 

today’s network environments.

Faceplates Junction Boxes Patch Panels RapidNet

HellermannTyton’s network solutions deliver high performance and proven 

reliability to homes, offices and municipalities. They are designed to meet the 

demanding needs of providers, installers and users.



Products 
Routing & Protection

CABLE ROUTING

Easy to configure and install, these durable and aesthetically 

pleasing cable management solutions protect and route data 

and power cables.

Low Voltage Surface Raceway Power Rated Raceway

HellermannTyton offers a wide variety of cable protection methods and systems providing varying degrees of protection against 

debris, liquids, abrasion, puncture and extreme temperatures. Manufactured of advanced materials to withstand heat, UV light, 

vibration and chemical exposure, our protection solutions offer superior performance and flexibility with minimal weight.

CABLE PROTECTION

Wrap style sleeving products feature a lateral split and overlapping design, for easy installation. Tubing style wraps provide 

advanced protection from abrasion and impact.

HelaWrap SplitWrap Convoluted Tubing Grommet Edging

INSULATION PRODUCTS

Offered in a range of colors, diameters, wall thicknesses and shrink ratios, heat shrink tubing provides 

dependable and secure protection for wire and cable splices. PVC electrical tapes insulate and identify 

wires.

2:1 Non-adhesive
Heat Shrink Tubing

3:1 Adhesive-lined 
Heat Shrink Tubing Electrical Tape



Print and label electrical, data and automation equipment with confidence. 

LABELS AND PRINTERS

Designed for lasting performance, HellermannTyton labels, placards and nameplates help create efficient and safe 

environments by marking hazards, equipment and network components. HellermannTyton thermal transfer printing systems, 

label design software and mobile apps enable easy, long-lasting labeling to help meet codes and standards.

Laser Tags & Inkjet Labels Safety Labels Thermal Transfer Printers Thermal Transfer Labels

Voltage Marker Safety Signs

TEMPORARY SIGNS AND MARKERS

These products use a high-performance, temporary 

adhesive to bond to walls and most other surfaces. Create 

ANSI-compliant signs to warn work crews and passersby 

of site hazards. Use the markers to create and track punch 

list items such as repairs to newly painted walls following 

inspection. 

Temporary Signs Punch List Markers

Products
Identification



HellermannTyton North American
Corporate Headquarters
7930 N. Faulkner Rd, PO Box 245017

Milwaukee, WI 53224-9517

Phone: (414) 355-1130, (800) 537-1512

Fax: (414) 355-7341, (800) 848-9866

email: corp@htamericas.com

www.hellermann.tyton.com

ISO/TS16949, AS9100, ISO 9001  

and ISO14001 certified

HellermannTyton Canada
Unit #4, 205 Industrial Parkway North

Aurora, Ontario L4G 4C4 Canada

Phone: (800) 661-2461

Fax: (800) 390-3904

email: sales@hellermanntyton.ca

HellermannTyton Mexico
Anillo Periferico Sur 7980 Edificio 6A

Parque Industrial Tecnologico II

Santa María Tequepexpan

Tlaquepaque, Jalisco, Mexico 45601

Phone: 011-52-33-3-133-9880

Fax: 011-52-33-3-133-9861

email: info@htamericas.com.mx

ISO 9001 certified 
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